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For the next 1,260 days the Antichrist shall continue in great success for his efforts. However, the Lord of Hosts shall recompense the Babylonian Empire for the desecration of Israel, Jerusalem and the Temple.

And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication: and upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH - Revelation 17:4-5

27. Babylon begins a reign of terror upon the earth.

The Muslim armies of Babylon now turn their attentions to the rest of the world. The Antichrist now sets his sights on total global domination. He dispatches his armies to carry out the enslavement of humanity. All nations not currently in submission to Islam shall now fall.

The armies of Babylon invade the west officially. No longer is economic alliance enough. The armies of Islam sweep across Europe and Asia. They are unstoppable in their conquest. The whole of Europe falls within days. Asia follows soon thereafter. Only Russia and China are positioned to resist. However, the forces of the Antichrist sweep deep within these two nations before they are stopped.
The Antichrist will never completely conquer either nation.

The wrath of the Antichrist strikes anything that stands for Christ. All that bear the name of Christ are tortured and exterminated. Those that refuse to convert to Islam have their heads severed from their bodies in the most gruesome and vile manner possible. There will be no civilized executions by mechanical means.

Death for Christ means the dulled blade of a pitted and rough sword designed to inflict as much pain as humanly possible. It is a blade designed to prolong the agony of death well beyond the limits of mercy. Mercy has indeed slipped from the lexicon of the conquerors’ as the demonic legions of Satan inhabit the souls of those that annihilate upon the orders and name of Allah, indeed, upon the name of the Antichrist himself now worshiped as the God of gods.

28. As surely as the armies of Allah swept through Europe and Asia they now sweep through the New World. The Americas likewise fall to the conquering armies of the Antichrist. The utter devastation wrought by the rapture and constant conflicts that have raged against bands of Islamic hordes have left North America unable to resist in any manner whatsoever. It is overrun in even less time than Europe.

Central and South America soon follow.

29. The last vestiges of civilized world government are now gone. Rome administers the death required for the worship of the Antichrist.

All that remains are the Antichrist in Jerusalem and his massive armies of demonic oppression spread throughout all the earth. They are the masters now. Aside from Russia and China every last national government upon the face of the earth has now fallen. Only Persia, Egypt, Turkey and the Southern Islamic states of the former Soviet Union possess any semblance of civilization as they are Islamic.
It is the march of death Hitler only dreamed of.

30. The Antichrist turns a degree of ruthless that has never been seen before. In every nation upon earth his forces hunt down all that will not submit. He lavishes anybody that betrays the saints of God. The closer the betrayal the greater the reward.

He has a fondness for mothers that bring death upon their own children.

Those that do not bear the mark are forced to hide at all costs. Discovery means torture and death in a manner that is brutality beyond all comprehension. It becomes a game as those that bear the mark of loyalty lose the last vestiges of humanity. Their souls are lost for eternity. They degenerate into walking monstrosities never imagined in even the worst horror movies.

A demonic thirst for blood fills the hearts of man. There is a cruel and rampant pleasure as friend turns on friend, brother upon brother, and parent upon child.

Many will not only betray the saints of Christ – they will lust after their very blood. Many of the saints will fall to the blade – a blade swung by their very own blood. Those that should both betray and slaughter believers of their own blood receive a greater blessing from the Antichrist.

31. After nearly three and a half years of unmitigated carnage the nations of Egypt, Russia and China shall tire of the Antichrist. Persia will no longer settle for servitude to an empire that they have historically ruled. They are ready for their turn in the sun.

The Egyptian Empire strikes from the south as Russia strikes from the north.
Russia will be held off but enjoy some success. They will take the territory once known as Jordan from the forces of the Antichrist. This moderate success comes at the hands of a massive ground force and vast naval armada sent against to coast of Israel.

In the south the Egyptian Empire is not so fortunate. They are roundly defeated as combined empire of Egypt, Libya and Ethiopia disintegrates in vanquish. The leaders of these three now separated nations are put to the sword. All of North Africa now comes completely and undeniably under the heel of the Antichrist.

It is a victory to be short lived.

32. The time has come to finish all things.

Rome is annihilated in the space of a single day. She is burned as the leaders of Islam can stand her no more. They have been biding their time, and now they act. The judgment of God is fulfilled and Rome is eternal no more. With Rome goes what remains of all global economic activity. This will leave several months before the Second Coming where the world is thrust into the dark ages once more.

Russia regroups and sets out for Israel once more. China mobilizes all of the armed forces it can muster. It is estimated that the Chinese army exceeds 200,000,000 men. Persia (Iran) is now ready to reclaim her ancient dominions. The Medes and the Persians shall cross the Euphrates River once more.

The Antichrist has already recalled most of his armies and has set camp on the plains of Megiddo. Soon they shall be joined by the forces of the great armies of the earth now enroute.

All believe they go to strike at the heart of the others.
However, they shall soon face the Son of Man himself and the Host of Heaven.

Post script: At the completion of the 1,260 days the Second Coming of the Lord occurs. This happens on the Day of Atonement.

The Lord returns alone first, going to Bozrah and defeating the armies of the Antichrist that have pursued the Jewish remnant. Once this is complete he return to heaven to collect the saints and heads to meet the Antichrist. At this point he now wears the "vesture dipped in blood" from the destruction and shed blood incurred at the battle of Bozrah.

He will defeat the armies of the Antichrist instantly. The Antichrist and False Prophet are cast alive into the lake of fire.

He will then step foot on the Mount of Olives and it will split in two.

The Lord will now commence the Judgment of Nations. Upon completion of the judgment the cleansing of the Temple will begin. We are now in the millennial reign of Christ.

So concludes the exploits of the Antichrist before and during the tribulation.
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